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QUESTION 1 

DRAG DROP 

Five high schools test a custom app from AppSource. They provide feedback that the Course credit entity should 

include additional fields that cover information shared by the schools. 

You do not have access to each high school organization. 

Each high school administrator must be able to apply the updates to the Course credit entity. 

You need to deliver a custom program that creates the additional fields. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of 

actions to 

the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Step 1: Call the login logic. 

Step 2: Retrieve the Course credit entity metadata by using RetrieveEntityRequest with EntityFilters = Attributes and 

LogicalName 

The RetrieveEntityRequest.EntityFilters property gets or sets a filter to control how much data for the entity is 

retrieved. 

Step 3: Define the AttributeMetaData for each new field. 

Step 4: Call the RetrieveAttributeRequest with LogicalName for each new field. 

The RetrieveAttributeRequest contains the data that is needed to retrieve attribute metadata. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/dotnet/api/microsoft.xrm.sdk.messages.retrieveentityrequest.entityfilters?view=d 

ynamics-general-ce-9 

QUESTION 2 

You need to replace the bicycle inspection forms. 

Which two solutions should you use? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. a canvas app that guides the technician through the inspection 

B. a logic app that guides the technician through the inspection 

C. a flow that maps inspection data to Dynamics 365 for Field Service 

D. a model-driven app based on customer service entities 
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Correct Answer: CD 

Scenario: The Adventure Works Cycles retail location performs bicycle inspections and performance tune-ups. 

Technicians use paper forms to document the bicycle inspection performed before a tune-up and any additional 

work 

performed on the bicycle. 

C: The Dynamics 365 Field Service business application helps organizations deliver onsite service to customer 

locations. The application combines workflow automation, scheduling algorithms, and mobility to set mobile 

workers up 

for success when they\\'re onsite with customers fixing issues. 

D: Model-driven apps are good for creating end-to-end solutions. For example, after a customer service support 

ticket 

has been created, it must be routed, addressed, updated, marked as complete, and so on. There will likely be quite a 

few teams, roles, and processes involved in this complete cycle of case resolution, which would require a model- 

driven 

app. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/field-service/overview 

https://us.hitachi-solutions.com/blog/canvas-vs-model-driven-apps/ 

QUESTION 3 

HOTSPOT 

You have a model-driven app that uses the Common Data Service (CDS). You create three custom entities that are in 

many-to-one parental relationships with the Account entity. 

You run a real-time workflow that assigns an account you own to another user. You receive the error message as 

shown in the Error Message exhibit. (Click the Error Message tab.) 

You check the security roles for the user as shown in the Manage User Roles exhibit. (Click the Manage User Roles 

tab.). You also check the privileges for that role as shown in the Common Data Service User Security Role exhibit. 

(Click the Security Role tab.) 

You need to prevent the error from recurring. 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: No 
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There is a read error. 

Box 2: No 

Note: The Environment Maker role can create resources within an environment including apps, connections, custom 

connectors, gateways, and flows using Power Automate. 

Box 3: Yes 

The System Customizer role is similar to the System Administrator role which enables non-system administrators to 

customize Dynamics 365. A Customizer is a user who customizes entities, attributes and relationships. 

Box 4: Yes 

QUESTION 4 

A company plans to replicate a Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement database into an Azure SQL Database instance 

for reporting purposes. The Data Export Service Solution has been installed. 

You need to configure the Data Export service. 

Which three actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Enable change tracking for all entities that must be replicated to Azure SQL Database. 

B. Enable auditing for all entities that must be replicated to Azure SQL Database. 

C. Create an Azure SQL Database service in the same tenant as the Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement 

environment. 

D. Set up server-based integration. 

E. Create an export profile that specifies all the entities that must be replicated. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

A: The entities that will be added to the Export Profile must be enabled with change tracking. 

E: Create an Export Profile 

C: To use the Data Export Service the model-driven apps in Dynamics 365 and Azure Key Vault services must operate 

under the same tenant and within the same Azure Active Directory. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/replicate-data-microsoft-azure-sql-database 

QUESTION 5 

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series 

contains 

a unique solution. Determine whether the solution meets the stated goals. Some question sets might have more 

than 

one 
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correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not 

appear in the review screen. 

A university has implemented Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement. Several departments use opportunity records 

to 

bid for funding for projects within their own departments. 

Each department\\'s opportunities are not visible to other departments. However, there are times when two 

departments 

need to work together on an opportunity. 

You need to configure the security to meet the business requirements. 

Solution: Share the individual opportunity that member of one department are working on with all members of the 

second department, and give those members the appropriate permissions. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Instead use access team templates and give access to members in the two departments. 

Reference: https://community.dynamics.com/crm/b/crmdevmigrationconfigandcustomization/posts/access-teams- 

andaccess-team-templates 

QUESTION 6 

You need to modify Microsoft Flow to resolve CustomerC\\'s issue. What should you do? 

A. Add a condition containing approval hierarchy. 

B. Add a timeout setting to the approval flow. 

C. Add a configure run that is set to is successful. 

D. Add a data operation that specifies the false conditions. 

Correct Answer: B 

Scenario: CustomerC requested additional information from the parts department through the customer survey and 

has 

not received a response one week later. 

Imagine having a process where you want to give someone a couple of days to reply to an approval. If that someone 

doesn\\'t respond in time, you want to assign a new approval to another person or group of people. To achieve this 

you 

can set the timeout in the action settings. 
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Reference: https://www.o365dude.com/2018/06/02/timeout-flow-approvals/ 

QUESTION 7 

HOTSPOT 

A company has a model-driven app. 

A custom button on a form calls a JavaScript function that validates form data fields and creates a web basket. The 

JavaScript function then displays a message to the user. 

Users are located in the United States, which uses ISO Code 1033, and France, which uses ISO Code 1036. 

Users in France report that the message displays in English. 

You need to modify the RibbonDiffXml file to ensure that messages appear in the user\\'s language. 

How should you complete the CommandDefinition node? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer 

area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: CrmParameter 

Ribbon actions are defined in the element of a element. There are several ways to pass contextual Dynamics 365 for 

Customer Engagement information as query string parameters to a URL by using the 

ribbon. 

You can use a element together with a element. 

Box 2: UserLcid 

Userlcid User Language Code: Language code identifier that is used by the current user. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customerengagement/on-premises/developer/customize- 

dev/passparameters-url-by-using-ribbon 

QUESTION 8 

You need to create an application to deploy to other pharmacies. What should you do? 

A. Recreate customizations in a new environment. 

B. Navigate to Customize the System and export everything to a managed solution. 

C. Clone the solution 

D. Create packages for Package Deployer. 

Correct Answer: D 

Scenario: The new solution will be sold to other pharmacies for use. The application must not allow changes to be 
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made. 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Package Deployer enables administrators to deploy packages on Customer Engagement 

(onpremises) or Common Data Service environment. 

Incorrect Answers: 

B: You can only export an unmanaged solution. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customerengagement/on- 

premises/customize/exportsolution 

QUESTION 9 

DRAG DROP 

You are creating a flow using the Common Data Service (CDS) connector. 

You need to select the appropriate triggers. 

Which triggers should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate triggers to the correct scenarios. Each trigger may 

be 

used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view 

content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

QUESTION 10 

DRAG DROP 

A company uses Dynamics 365 Sales. 

Sales commission must be calculated when an order is placed. You create an Azure Function to perform the 

calculation. 

The Azure Function has an HTTP trigger. 

You need to configure the Plug-in Registration tool to send data to the Azure Function when an order is placed. You 

open the Plug-in Registration tool and connect to Dynamics 365 Sales. 

Which five actions should you perform? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the 

answer 

area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Step 1: Select Register New Web Hook 

You can register a Webhook that will trigger on Account Name update to fire off the Function App. 

In Plugin Registration Tool, register a new Webhook. 

Step 2: Set authentication to WebhookKey 

Latest MB-400 Dumps | MB-400 Practice Test | MB-400 Study Guide 14 / 22 

https://www.lead4pass.com/mb-400.html 

2021 Latest lead4pass MB-400 PDF and VCE dumps Download 

Enter Webhook Details. Select Authentication type as WebhookKey. 

Step 3: Enter the endpoint URL 

Step 4: Add the API Key Value of the Azure Function 

Now, to get the key, go to the Function App in portal, and look Get function URL link. 

Latest MB-400 Dumps | MB-400 Practice Test | MB-400 Study Guide 15 / 22 
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Copy the same and paste in Notepad, separate the code part from the main URL 

Paste the URL part in Endpoint URL and key in the Value field. Click Save. 

Latest MB-400 Dumps | MB-400 Practice Test | MB-400 Study Guide 16 / 22 
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Step 5: Register a New Step for Create of SalesOrder Now, add a Step to the Webhook. 

And Register it. 

Reference: https://d365demystified.com/2020/03/19/call-azure-function-from-dynamics-365-crm-using-webhooks/ 

QUESTION 11 

A company has two development instances, two test instances, two staging instances, and one production instance. 

The test team reports connection issues with the test and staging instances. 

You need to identify which if the instances the testing team currently has access. 

Which two URLs can you use? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. https://myorg.api.crm.dynamics.com/api/data/v.9.1/ 

B. https://dev.crm.dynamics.com/api/discovery/v9.1/Instances 
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C. https://dev.crm.dynamics.com/api/discovery/v9.1/Instances(UniqueName=\\'myorg\\') 

D. https://disco.crm.dynamics.com/api/discovery/v9.1/ 

E. https://globaldisco.crm.dynamics.com/api/discovery/v9.1/Instances 

Correct Answer: CE 

C: Organization information is stored in the Instance entity of the Discovery service. To see the kind of information 

contained in that entity, send an HTTP GET request to the service for one of your instances. 

GET https://dev.{servername}/api/discovery/v9.0/Instances(UniqueName=\\'myorg\\') 

In the above example, the discovery service is used to obtain the organization information of the instance with a 

unique 

name of "myorg". 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-in/dynamics365/customerengagement/on-premises/developer/webapi/discover- 

urlorganization-web-api 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/common-data-service/webapi/samples/global-discovery- 

servicecsharp 

QUESTION 12 

HOTSPOT 

A travel agency has a Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement. 

Customers are allowed to add up to three countries/regions to their travel preferences from the website. Their 

preferences must be stored in the Contact entity. 

You need to register the plug-in to meet the requirements. 

Which value should you apply for each parameter? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Latest MB-400 Dumps | MB-400 Practice Test | MB-400 Study Guide 19 / 22 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: associate 

Box 2: contact Customers are allowed to add up to three countries/regions to their travel preferences from the 

website. 

Their preferences must be stored in the Contact entity. Box 3: country Box 4: synchronous Reference: 
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